
Bristles, Bots, and Baskets



Background 
Information: 

There are tiny robot toys called “Hexbots.” These 
can be made by yourself with toothbrushes. There 
are lots of ways to do this. 

We wanted to make bigger versions of the 
toothbrush kind. They are called “Bristle Bots” but 
they are too small to do what we wanted. We 
wanted the bots to carry things. So we decided to 
make our own. 

Teams collecting materials. First build of Kermit de Frog.



Question: 1. Can we make bristle bots bigger? 
2. Can we make a bristle bot carry objects in a 

basket? 

Learning how to make a circuit. Building a basket. Deciding how to position the motor. 



Procedure: Our class split into 4 teams. Each team designed 
their own bristle bot. We used a cleaner brush 
instead of a tooth brush. Each team is named after 
their bot. 

Team #1: Kermit de Frog

Team #2: Bitsy Bot

Team #3: Bob the Bot

Team #4: Billy

Each team designed their own basket. 

After testing, we redid our designs and tried again. 

Billy originally had a fan. The fan kept tangling with the 
wires. 



First Designs: 

Team Kermit. We forgot to label our design. We wanted to make him look more 
like a bug. 



This is Bob the Bristle Bot. We were going to drag our basket. Then we changed 
our minds. 



This is Billy Bot. We wanted to use LED lights on Billy but we could not decide 
how to attach them. There were lots of wires. 



This is Bitsy Bot. We wanted to make sure our switch was at the top. Our basket 
was really big so we had to drag it instead of attaching it at the top too. 



Overall 
Improvement 
Ideas: 

● We need more power. Maybe the 3 volt 
motor is not enough. We replaced it with a 9 
volt motor. 

● We need more counterweight to make the 
bristles vibrate. We tried: 

○ clothespin
○ wooden bead
○ wooden thread spool
○ cork

● The cork worked the best. 

The first build of Bob the Bristle Bot. 



Final Designs: 

Kermit de Frog

Billy Bot Bob the Bristle Bot

Bitsy Bot



Basket Design: ● Baskets had to be constructed by the teams 
using available materials. 

● Baskets had to be able to be attached to the 
Bristle Bots. 

● Baskets had to be able to carry a weight: 3 
quarters. 



Final Tests: 
● Bitsy Bot had wires that sparked. Her switch 

was also damaged and Bitsy would not turn 
off until the battery was disconnected. Her 
team was unable to test their basket. Their 
basket was constructed of popsicle sticks, 
yarn and tape.

 

● Bob the Bot also went in fast circles. Bob’s 
basket was made of wood pieces, cardboard 
and heavy duty wall tape. His team designed 
their basket to tape directly onto Bob. Bob 
was able to carry weight without spilling 
even though he spun like crazy. 

● Kermit de Frog’s counterweight snapped off 
during testing. Their basket was made of 
paper, popsicle sticks, yarn and heavy duty 
wall tape. It stayed attached to the bot 
during movement but could not carry weight.

 

● Billy Bot went wild! He kept going in fast 
circles and tangled with his basket. The 
basket was made of popsicle sticks, white 
glue, yarn and used a pipe cleaner to 
connect to the bot. 



What We Would 
Design Next: 

Tasks that we would like our bots to perform next: 

1. Go in a straight line. How could we change 
the counterweights to accomplish this? 

2. Can we make arms to pick things up? How 
would we design this? 

3. If we made battle bots, what would we add? 
a. plastic knives
b. toothpicks
c. spoons or skewer with wood or cork (a 

ram)



References: ● “Bristle Bot” PBS Kids Design Squad Nation. 
https://pbskids.org/designsquad/pdf/parent
seducators/bristlebot-english.pdf

● “How to make a very big BristleBot” LDX 
Designs. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3rQnnn
c6o5U 

● All photographs were taken by classroom 
teachers. 
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